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Dr. Paul Moes (left) and Dr. Rockne
McCarthy (above), have compiled a
report for the United States Department
of Education, analyzing what makes ex-
emplary schools successful.
Profs conclude study for u.S. Department of Education
Report shows school diversity benefits America
Lavonne Bolkema
Dordt College faculty are
playing some key roles in the na-
tional thrust to improve the
quality of education in the United
States. Recent work by Dordt
faculty for the U.S. Department
of Education is helping to shape
. standards for both independent
and government-sponsored
schools.
Dr. Paul Moes and Dr. Rockne
McCarthy recently submitted to
Washington a report on school-
quality research commissioned in
1987 by the U.S. Department of
Education. By looking at ex-
emplary independent schools
recognized by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Education in 1983-85,
the report tries to pinpoint "what
works" in independent schools.
Several Dordt College
students, area high school
teachers, as well as Dr. George
Faber, also of Dordt, were in-
volved in rating the schools and
examining the information pro-
vided for data analysis. More
recently, Dr. John Van Dyk,
head of the Center for Educa-
tional Services at Dordt, is serv-
ing as a "site visitor" to addi-
tional schools being considered in
the ongoing national recognition
program.
McCarthy, project director and
head of the Dordt College Studies
Institute, and Moes, principal in-
vestigator for the research pro-
ject, studied the 123 independent
secondary schools recognized as
exemplary for the school years
1983-84 and 1984-85.
According to Moes, the
significance of the research study
is that it "not only profiles ex-
emplary independent schools, but
that it challenges some of the
traditional concepts of what
makes an effective school."
The Secondary School
Recognition Program set up in
1982 by the Department of
Education was first limited to
government-sponsored ("pub-
lie") schools. It was to identify
and recognize unusually suc-
cessful public secondary schools
and to publicize their efforts as
examples for other schools
around the country.
The goal was not to find the
best schools in America but rather
to locate schools that were doing
an exceptionally fine job, who
had successfully overcome
obstacles and, in spite of limited
resources, were continuing to
work hard to improve. In 1983
the Department established a
parallel program called the Ex-
emp~ary Private School Recogni-
tion Project. The Council Tor
American Private 'Education
(CAPE) was commissioned to
manage it. According to a CAPE
publication, CAPE intended to
establish a process that would
"identify a number of unusually
effective private schools that as a
group represent the vast diversity
and rich pluralism of American
education." -
Some new, supplementary
questions formulated by CAPE
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were adopted by the government
school program in 1984, and the
programs merged in 1986.
To compete for the "ex-
emplary" distinction, nominated
schools first complete a self-
profile. As this may be biased,
review panelists narrow the field
"of applicants and assign site
visitors to more objectively con-
firm particular schools' informa-
tion. After much deliberation,
schools are chosen.
In 1985 McCarthy was selected
as a review panelist for the
elementary school track of the
government schools program.
The Department of Education
was at that time using the infor-
mation from the public schools'
applications to suggest methods
for educational reform. Nothing
was being done with the informa-
tion from the independent
schools.
McCarthy says independent
schools contribute uniquely to
American education and OUf
democratic society. "From them
we can learn things about effec-
tiveness that have not been
learned from government
schools. "
In 1987 the Department of
Education accepted a grant pro-
posal Moes and McCarthy
designed. The intent was to
review the information collected
from independent secondary
schools and make it of practical
benefit to educators.
The outcome is a report that
compiles, charts, and analyzes
objective and subjective elements
of exemplary independent
Dr. John Van Dyk is a site-visitor in the
nationaJ U.S. Department of Education
recognition program.
"By looking at ex-
emplary independent
schools recognized
by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education in
1983-85, the report
tries to pinpoint
what works in in-
dependent schools."
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Report analyzes "what works" for independent schools
"In American
education today,
more than ever
before, we need to
recognize the public
contribution that a
diversity. of schools
are making to the
promotion of the
public good."
schools. Outstanding traits were but also their social, moral, and
ranked in order of most to least spiritual development," according
frequently noted. to the report.
"The findings suggest that the Moes feels that future attempts.
traditional formula for effective to promote effective education
education should be broadened," must include the promotion of a
says McCarthy. sense of community. "These ex-
According to Moes, "Much of emplary independent schools pro-
the 'back to basics formula' has vide models of such community
stressed strong leadership in the seen with declining frequency in
schools, high expectations for government schools," he says.
students, emphasis on basic skills, In such a community, everyone
good discipline, and frequent shares the primary goals of the
evaluation. In contrast, our find- school. Students require less
ings suggest that other traits are discipline because of pride in their
equally or more important." school. Parents feel a sense of
"For example, the most out- ownership. Teachers serve
standing trait of the schools was because of personal involvement.
the close personal attentionshown And administrators serve with a
by faculty to students:' Moes cites. greater sense of duty.
A warm accepting environment Among the top nine traits were
where disciplinary problems are cultural sensitivity and social con-
low is second in the top qualities. sciousness. These independent
Also ranked high is effective schools as a group had a greater
transmission of values. In ex- proportion of minority students
emplary independent schools, than did independent schools na-
values "appear not only in the tionwide, and even more than
statement of philosophy, but they Recognized Government schools.
are also integrated into the cur- Innovation and diversity of
riculum and supported by faculty academic programs was reflected
and administration," the report in some schools that required
states. courses in social justice. C
e
Teachers in these schools are Financial instability threatens n
exceptionallywei tfiillieil l\IilI-......vohh~ti()(jls, patti",. >=- -I'-i'-
motivated more by love for larly the Catholic and Protestant,
students and their profession than the research reveals. What is most
by merit pay. Further, teachers are characteristic, though, according
"concerned not only for students' to the report, is that whether the
academic and intellectual growth, recognized independent schools
Each year I present a presi-
dent's report to the March
meeting of the Board of Trustees.
In the 1989 report I informed the
board of the ways in which we
continue to deal with the issue of
creation and evolution:
I. Dr. Russell Maatman has
been given an assignment in the
Studies Institute "to formulate a
Reformed approach to questions
about evolution and evolu-
tionism ."
2. Professor Richard Hodgson
will be working with Dr.
Maatman-e-and others in the
faculty-to develop a statement
that reflects a Reformed
understanding of the relationship
between scripture and scientific
activity.
Usually a report such as the
above brings a wide variety of
reactions from the constituents of
the college. Two of these reac-
tions stand out as calling for
special attention.
First, there are those who
believe that we, as a Christian
college, must shield our students.
They insist that it is wrong, for
example, to give any considera-
tion whatsoever to teaching the
theory of evolution. Evolution is
contrary to the Bible; it denies the
doctrine of creation; and it
refuses to view the human being
as an image-bearer of God.
Therefore, we, as Christian
educators, must give no thought
or attention to evolution. To do
so is to suggest to our students
that we have questions, doubts
about the biblical teaching of
creation.
Second, there are those who
believe that we must expose our
students not only to the fmdings
of modem science, but also to
the evolutionistic interpretation
of these findings. Many new
things are being discovered
about our world. These
discoveries place a question
mark over some of our tradi-
tional understandings of God's
Word and God's world. In fact,
there are times when the evolu-
tionistic perspective seems to
provide the most acceptable in-
terpretation of recent scientific
findings. Therefore, if we are
going to prepare our students for
life and learning in today's
world, we must expose them to
all of this-both the findings of
modem science and the evolu-
tionistic theories which have
are rich or poor, "a dollar there
buys a lot of education."
What becomes of these schools'
graduates? A large number of
students, some 76%, continue
their education at four-year col-
leges. In comparison 49 % of
graduates from independent
schools nationwide, and 29 % of
those of government schools na-
tionwide do so.
The relative direction is in-
verted regarding graduates choos-
ing two-year colleges: about 10%
from exemplary independent
schools; 15% from independent
schools nationwide; 16% from
government schools nationwide.
The report points out that there
is little consensus among
educators, researchers, and public
policy makers, on whether spon-
sorship or educational service is
a more relevantcriterion for refer-
ring to a school as a public or
private institution. The Dordt
study demonstrates that indepen-
dent schools are making a signifi-
cant contribution to American
education and our democratic
society. McCarthy and Moes
believe, therefore, that it is ap-
propriate to drop the traditional
distinction between public and
private education in favor of terms
that avoid applying the label
"public" to one type of school. If
distinctions are necessary for
identification purposes, govern-
ment and independent schools
seems to be a good choice.
In American education today,
more than ever before, there is an
urgent need to recognize what is
working in education, and the
public contribution that a diver-
sity of schools are making to the
promotion of the public good, the
report concludes. The findings of
this study shed new light on the
factors of effectiveness of in-
dependeni schools. Such insights
are needed if people are to have
a better understanding of 'what is
working' in the independent sec-
tor of American education." 0
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, 'If we are to fulml
our responsibility as
Christian educators
we must deal with
the latest scientific
discoveries and eval-
uate interpretations
of these discoveries
in light of the Bible
and the Reformed
confessions. , ,
been developed around these
findings.
In response we must disagree,
first of all, with those who believe
we must shield our students. Our
students not only must be made
aware of developments in the
various scientific fields, but they
must also be informed concern-
ing "the secular spirits of our
century" (The Educational Task
of Dordt College p. 12), including
the secular spirit of evolution.
Without such instruction our
students will not be able' 'to carry
out their task effectively in a com-
plicated world" (Educational
Task, p, 12).
At the same time, however, we
must disagree with those who in-
sist that we must merely expose
our students to the latest scientific
findings or simply make them
aware of the evolutionistic inter-
pretation of these findings. All
this can be and is being provided
in secular colleges and univer-
sities. Ask anyone who has at-
tended a secular institution, and
he or she will confirm the fact
that recent discoveries are being
discussed and evolutionistic
theories are being promoted at
these institutions. But this
secular, so-called "neutral," ap-
proach is not satisfactory. It will
not enable our students "to
discern the will of the Lord"
(Educational Task, p. 12).
If we are to fulfill our respon-
sibility as Christian educators we
must deal with the latest scientific
discoveries and evaluate inter-
pretations of these discoveries,
including that of evolution, in
light of the Bible and the Re-
formed confessions. We fail our
students if, in trying to shield,
them, we hide issues and difficult
problems from them. We also fail
them if we give them the impres-
sion that any field of scientific in-
vestigation is neutral territory.
We must make clear that every
field is "to be judged in the light
of' the Bible (Educational Task,
p.4). .
That is why the work that Dr.
Maatman and Professor Hodgson
are doing in the Studies Institute
is so important. It is not only
work that may be done, it is work
which must be done. And, rather
than questioning their work, we
must support it-along with the
activity of the entire faculty and
student body-as they seek, in
obedience to the Word of the
Lord, to carry on the educational
task of Dordt College. 0
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The economy
••Just as the small family grocery store
has seen its demise, the family farmer
should expect the same in the face of
economic and technical change.
Is self interest the answer?
Jasper Lesage
During a single week in
February, 1989, Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development
Jack Kemp announced the advent
of a new American "bleeding
heart conservatism," and
Agriculture Secretary Clayton
Yeutter claimed that farming is
not a "way of life." These two
seemingly unrelated an-
nouncements actually have a
common basis that North
American Christians would do
well to reflect upon.
Both statements express a
positive view of the market
system without fully recognizing
its limitations. On the one hand,
the market has proven to be ex-
tremely productive. Over the past
few centuries it has provided us
with a means of overcoming
poverty for a majority of the
population. On the other hand,
the market system creates ten-
sions for those who live within it,
particularly those who are outside
the economic mainstream. In this
Soundings article I would like to
examine the outlook that
underlies Kemp's and Yeutter's
approach and compare it with our
biblical view of the world and our
role in it.
Jack Kemp has declared war on
poverty in the inner city. Claim-
ing a new approach with a name
that Canadians will recognize, he
plans to "unleash the power of
free enterprise in our inner
cities" by preaching a "pro-
gressive conservatism." Kemp
feels that little good has come
from government involvement in
housing and urban development.
A brief survey of news stories
supports his conclusion.
Kemp is convinced that the
market must provide answers. He
might nudge it along by providing
incentives in the form of tax
breaks, but he does not question
the fundamental notion that self-
interest is the driving force
behind human action. Tenants in
public housing who destroy their
property do so because it is not
in their self-interest to prevent its
destruction, according to Kemp.
Make them owners of the prop-
erty and they, like the farmer who
owns his property, will take the
best care of it.
One of his major proposals is
to do just that, sell public-housing
units to their current tenants, so
that they will be motivated to care
for their homes. Another pro-
posal is to establish "enterprise
zones," which would provide tax
incentives and regulatory relief,
encouraging companies to locate
in less desirable neighborhoods.
His programs are aimed at help-
ing people recognize these oppor-
tunities for self-interest. Kemp
characterizes this as a ' 'bleeding-
heart conservative" approach, a
mixture of government incentives
and' private initiatives.
On February 24, Clayton Yeut-
ter publicly 'agreed with a report
by the National Commission on
Agricultural Credit that farming
is not a "way of life." He went
on to state that the federal govern-
ment "ought not to be running
long-term welfare programs in
agriculture. " Recognizing the
reality of current American
agriculture, he added that it
"would be difficult to reach a
utopian existence" in which the
federal government was no
longer involved in agriculture.
It is clear that Yeutter sees the
ideal U. S. farm economy as one
independent of government
regulation and support. The
family farm does not have a right
to exist, in his eyes, if it cannot
be financially viable on its own in
a market economy.
Kemp's and Ycutter's approach
to economic problems highlights
the central position that economic
individualism plays in American
politics and economics.
Economic individualism means
that we as individual farmers,
teachers, preachers, and machine
operators have a right to promote
self-interest. Few restrictions are
placed on our freedom to engage
in socially acceptable occupations
and pursuits. However, the
market leaves little room for a
person who advocates a "way of
life" that is distinctly different
from the established social
norms. Neither Kemp nor Yeut-
ter seems to recognize this
tension.
Both Kemp and Yeutter
idealize the market system of
allocating goods and services.
Both present an impartial market
as the ideal arbiter of rights and
privileges in the economic realm.
Kemp wants to unleash the power
of free enterprise by making more
people participants in the system.
Yeutter bemoans the impossi-
bility of achieving a utopia where
the market operates unfettered by
government involvement.
Yeutter's claim that farming is
not a "way of life" but a business
should not surprise us. In an
economic system based on market
transactions, the premise of the
system is economic
individualism-the right to pro-
mote self-interest. Yeutter's call
to see farming as a business is
consistent with the overwhelming
tenor of our economic system.
Just as the small family grocery
store has seen its demise, the
family farmer should expect the
same in the face of economic and
technical change. There is little in
our economic system to protect a
producer from this change unless
that help comes from sources out-
side of the market, such as- the
government.
Throughout the history of the
market, the Western world has
struggled with the tension be-
tween the common good and the
right to promote individual self-
interest. As a result, for example,
we have enacted a variety of laws
to promote occupational safety,
prohibit securities fraud, provide
income security, and protect
rights of employees and
employers.
The Christian community has,
at times, tried to understand this
tension between the right to pro-
mote self-interest and the biblical
directive to care for others. At
other times, we have hidden
behind the ability of the market
to generate wealth, allowing us to
provide for others in the process
of caring for ourselves.
However, we have struggled
less with the problem that a per-
son needs freedom to respond to
the Lord's call. If the market
drives us to promote self-interest,
it may be that restrictions on the
market will give us more freedom
to respond to the Lord's call. Pro-
viding public housing for people
who have few marketable skills
protects them when they have few
ways to promote self-interest.
Similarly, govemment support in
the market place can create room
for a farmer who wants to re-
spond to his understanding of the
Lord's will for farming.
Christians need to inform
society of the implications of a
market system. What are the ef-
fects of technical change oil farm
families? What meaningful role
can a single mother living in
public housing play in our
economic system? We need to
answer the question of how a per-
son can have a meaningful "way
of life" in a political and
economic system that promotes
economic individualism. Is there
any future in public policy that
promotes the use of economic
self-interest as the answer to our
problems without recognizing
that it is at least partly the source
of our problems?
Few of us would like to give up
our market system for a different
economic organization; the alter-
natives are not very attractive.
Yet, idealizing the system as
Kemp and Yeutter suggest is not
an attractive answer either. What
society needs is a biblically in-
formed view of public policy in
a market economy. Relying on
human self-interest and the
market does not inspire much
confidence in the area of agri-
culture or the area of public hous-
ing for the urban poor. 0
"¥euUer's claim that farming is not a
"way of life" but a business should not
. .surprise us. Yeunec's call to see tlll'lD-
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"Few of us would
like to give up our
market system for a
different economic
organization; the
alternatives are not
very attractive. Yet,
idealizing the system
as Kemp and Yeut-
ter suggest is not an
attractive answer
either. "
Dr. Jasper Lesage teaches economics at
Dordt.
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Reading and writing are still
the backbone of education
, 'At a time when
students' lack of
skills are decried as
one of our country's
most pressing
problems, when
stories of illiteracy
among people in
responsible positions
no longer startle us,
these goals 'take on
new urgency."
Teaching the same course as your
spouse, is wonderful, says Jeri
Schelhaas. Although she and hushand
Dave have different styles of teaching,
they share ideas, offer constructive
criticism, and lend each other a sym-
pathetic ear.
Sally Jongsma
A; 11:00 on Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday two
English 101 classes meet directly
across the hall from each other.
Both are taught by Schelhaas, ac-
cording to the master schedule.
No laws of physics are violated,
nor is the schedule mistaken.
David Schelhaas teaches English
lOlA in room C1I4, while his
wife, Jerelyn, teaches IOIC in
room CIIS. Both are exper-
ienced, enthusiastic teachers who
want to pass on to their students
a love for literature and language.
"Through literature I'd like
students to dream for themselves,
to expand their horizons beyond
their own worlds, " says Jeri with
a slight twinkle in her eye. And
Dave adds, "If I can get students
to leave my class enjoying
reading, I've accomplished one of
my goals."
But that is not all that either
Schelhaas wants to accomplish
through teaching English. Jeri
speaks of helping her students
develop confidence in their
abilities, to Iielp them sei 6igger
goals, to push them to want to
know more about themselves and
the world in which they live.
Dave speaks of sending out
students who can competently
read, write, and articulate ideas.
At a time when students' lack
of skills are decried as one of our
country's most pressing prob-
lems, when stories of illiteracy
among people in responsible posi-
tions no longer startle us, these
goals take on new urgency.
Both ScheIhaases also take very
seriously the call to help students
understand their Christian
responsibility in life. Through
discussions of character, relation-
ships, and value systems in
literature, Dave says, he tries not
only to present a system of
values, but also to have students
examine their own way of living.
"I hope to help students develop
an attitude of service in their
lives," he says.
Dave and Jeri Schelhaas, Dordt
alumni from 1962 (when Dordt
was a two-year college) and 1967,
are in their first year of teaching
at Dordt. Dave's position is full-
time; Jeri is teaching part-time.
Both spent many years teaching in
high school before coming to
teach at Dordt.
The Schelhaases have seen and
sometimes tried different ap-
proaches to teaching English-
from rigid grammar drills to
anything-goes "creative writing,"
from teaching the Scarlet Letter
to teaching A Day No Pigs lIVuld
Die. And although they say that
lliey have as many good sruden
now as they ever did, certain
problems in writing seem to be
more prevalent. "Students today
have more trouble with
sentences," says Dave. Admittedly
generalizing, he attributes this to
less reading by most students.
"Everyone loves a story," adds
Jeri. "If students' need for stories
is filled by watching television,
they will be less inclined to turn
to books." And reading books,
they both feel, helps develop cor-
rect language instincts.
All people must be able to read
and write to function well in
society, says Jeri. But writing
takes practice before it can be en-
joyed. "Many people are not con-
fident about writing," she adds.
"But writing is a way of develop-
ing thinking skills. I want students
to enjoy being able to put down
their thoughts and feelings."
"I teach a lot of literature to try
to get students to experience the
joy of reading;' Dave adds. He
hopes that establishing a habit of
reading will keep them reading a
variety of books and articles
throughout the rest of their lives.
But how does one motivate
students to love language and
literature? "Initially through your
own excitement," says Dave. "No
one should teach who doesn't love
literature." He tries to give
students a good experience with
a book or a poem in class so that
the enthusiasm will last past the
classroom door. That means
selecting good novels and poems
that portray characters and strug-
gles students can identify with,
and choosing books that fit the
ability level of the student.
"I once thought that I would
always teach the Scarlet Letter in
high school;' says Dave a bit
resiguedly, but after teaching it for
many years I gave it up.Tt was too
difficult." Instead he taught To
Kill a Mockingbird, A Separate
Peace, Lord of the Flies, and A
Day No Pigs lIVuld Die.
Jeri agrees that enthusiasm is an
important motivator. "If you can
get them intrinsically rather than
extrinsically motivated your job is
much easier;' she says. She also
finds that if she expects a lot from
her students they generally live up
to her expectations.
But while enthusiasm and
carefully selected books may be
a good motivator for reading,
what about writing? The same
two factors plus regular, focused
writing assignments starting
already in elementary school will
give students the skills they need
as well as develop confidence in
their writing, says Jeri.
"You need more than a
thorough knowledge of grammar
to be a good writer," says Dave.
Jeri adds, "We should get students
to the point where they don't need
to consciously think about gram-
matical rules as they write."
However, she does not rule out
grammar instruction. Some skills
are always troublesome, she says.
You need to teach basic gram-
matical terminology even to talk
about writing, to be able to show
errors or patterns that should be
corrected.
Both agree that students should
always be writing in school. In
teaching writing the teacher
should emphasize both correct-
ness and creativity. Students need
to learn correct language usage
and also need the freedom to
follow their imagination to
become good writers, says Jeri.
Emphasizing writing means
that the teacher is always reading
and correcting papers. But that is
part of being an English teacher,
Dave says matter-of-factly,
"When you sign up to be an
English teacher, you can expect to
be correcting papers. It's what you
do. I feel I should have them do-
ing as much writing as I can
possibly keep up with;' he says.
"English teaching, especially in
high school, can be hard, ex-
hausting work," says Dave. "I
remember many times, while get-
ting ready for a play and trying to
keep up with teaching and
correcting papers, saying to
myself or to Jeri, 'This is it.' But
by the second evening of the per-
formance, I'll already be thinking
about the next play. The beauty of
teaching English is that there's
always something new, a new
story to teach, a new writing
assignment to try. You can teach
the same basic concepts through
many different works."
There's nothing that can match
the magical feeling of total in-
volvement when teacher and
students get caught up in a discus-
sion of an issue that arises out of
studying a piece of literature, says
Dave. "It makes it all worth-
while."
"The joy of seeing a student
who doesn't ordinarily write well
hand in a good paper, the satisfac-
tion of seeing a student who
doesn't stand out start to shine are
intensely satisfying;' says Jeri
with a smile. "Reading and
writing were always the most in-
teresting thing I could ever think
of doing;' she says. Like a high
school English teacher did for her,
she hopes to pass on that love to
someone else. D
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Alumni placement network
assists new and old graduates
Dorthea Grossman
Tired of your old job?
Not sure you made the right
career choice? Maybe you just
want to change locations in your
job. If you're an alumnus of
Dordt College, the placement of-
fice can help. Dordt's placement
office now offers alumni the same
service it formerly provided only
for graduating seniors: "It's been
in the works for a long time,"
says Quentin Van Essen, director
of career planning and placement.
"Now it's just starting to take
shape," he continues.
This new direction contains
many benefits and services for
Dordt's alumni. The Career Plan-
ning and Placement Bulletin is
published twice monthly by the
placement office. It contains
employment listings received by
the college.
To help alumni follow up on
these opportunities, the placement
office provides career planning
and placement handouts with in-
formation about job hunting
strategies, resume writing, cover
letters, interviewing tips, and
graduate school information.
Credential files, holding
students' permanent professional
records, are also maintained by
the office. This file includes a
resume, faculty recommenda-
tions, and an unofficial transcript.
The office will help alumni to up-
date their resumes, send copies of
their resumes as needed, or send
credentials to potential
employers.
But probably one of the most
helpful services offered to both
alumni and students is the Alumni
Career Assistances Network.
This network puts alumni in con-
tact with other alumni in the
United States or Canada. Dordt's
placement office, along with the
alumni office, provides names
and addresses of alumni who may
be able to help them find a job in
a particular company. The office
also provides names of alumni
who might be able to give job
seekers a place to stay while in
the area for an interview. "The
number of Dordt alumni is grow-
ing every year, and fellow Dordt
graduates are an excellent
resource in providing information
about particular career fields,
educational requirements.
churches, and schools," says Van
Essen.
Last year, the placement office
served 131 alumni, providing
help ranging from updating
resumes and credential files to
switching careers. This compares
with 154 graduating seniors
helped by the office. Van Essen
says that there are two reasons for
the increase in alumni using the
service: alumni are becoming
more aware that the service is
available, and the contemporary
job market demands that a student
or alumnus know how to get a
job. In many cases knowing how
to get a job means knowing some-
one in a company.
"Most job switches occur
within the first two or three years
after graduation," Van Essen says.
The majority of calls his office
receives from alumni are about
that first switch. However, some
alumni who graduated from Dordt
up to eight or nine years ago have
called also. These usually turn out
to be education majors, and most
simply need information from
their credential files.
Tammy Kreun ('81) is a con-
tact person for the placement net-
work. She works in corporate
fitness design and management in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. She
would like to inform other alumni
and graduates about her field and
let students know what kind of
preparation is required. "I feel
that Dordt gives a well-rounded
education that would be useful in
my company," she says. And she
is willing to do what she can to
share her expertise with others.
Kelly Tien, ('80) is a senior
manager with Ernst and Whin-
ney, an accounting firm in Des
Moines. He points out that Ernst
and Whinney has branches in
other cities in the U.S. "There
are starting to be more Dordt pe0-
ple involved with my company,"
he says. "Dordt' s reputation is
good, and it gets better as more
alumni get into the company."
Tien feels that as a smaller col-
lege, Dordt doesn't get as many
opportunities to place students
with large corporations. His posi-
tion has helped some Dordt
students come into contact with
Ernst and Whinney.
VanEssen has worked to set up
a network among alumni by
focusing on different areas of the
country. Alumni act as arms of
the placement office reaching to
one another from specific points.
Some, like Kreun and Tien, are
directly involved with the job
market in their locality, others are
ready to provide information
about a city or district. Many are
eager to provide lodging to
students or alumni visiting their
area. All of these tasks are a great
service to the expanding Dordt
community. 0
Publication of the Dordt
Alumni Assuciation
, 'This network puts
alumni in contact
with other alumni in
the United States or
Canada. Dordt's
placeme~t office,
along with the
alumni office, pro-
vides names and ad-
dresses of alumni
who may be able to
help them find a job
in a particular com-
pany."
Pat Ahrenholz helps students like Gwen
Burggraaf lind Infonnation thaI will be
helpful in searching tor a job.
Most or the visitors to the placement of-
fice are students. Alumni usually call or
write in if they need information they
can't lind in "Tbe Career Planning and
Placement Bulletin." Quentin Van
Essen coordinates the Alumni Place-
ment Network.
IClockwise from bottom right: Katie Haan, Gar Jasper, Brad Kuiper, Marilyn Vander Griend, Rod De Boer, Stan Pilon, Ruth Kocisko, Lyle Orhters, and Carol Vanden
Bosch.
Marathon board meeting sets new directions for alumni association
The Alu~ni Association
board of directors didn't hold
their regular meeting at
Homecoming this year. The
board had decided that this year
they would meet on a weekend
when other activities would not
interfere with their work, allow-
ing them to extend their meeting
time. Instead of one four-hour
meeting, as in past years, the
board met a total of 12 hours,
beginning with dinner on Friday
evening, March 9, and ending on
Saturday afternoon. The meeting
yielded some important decisions
that may set the direction for
future work of the board and the
association.
Board members were tired but
enthusiastic as the meeting came
to an end. Says Jim De Young,
director of alumni relations,
"The extended meeting time
allowed us to add some very
valuable elements to the meeting,
such as interviews with scholar-
ship candidates. Plus, this year
we were able to dig deeply into
matters instead of just scratching
the surface."
The most notable result of the
weekend's discussion was the
mandate to the executive commit-
tee to examine the association's
constitution over the next year for
possible revision. This action
came about as discussion raised
a number of questions, both pro-
cedural and substantive, about the
constitution and its impact on the
work of the association.
Some of the issues likely to be
considered are these:
I) The structure and respon-
sibilities of the board and ex-
ecutive committee.
Gailen Veurink awarded alumni scholarship
his studies, Gailen has been an ac-
tive member of the student body
at Dordt. He is presently an ad-
missions assistant for the Admis-
sions Office, calling high school
seniors to encourage them to at-
tend Dordt. "This job is easy for
me," he says because I feel so
good about Dordt and am more
than willing to tell others about its
positive aspects."
Gailen has also been in chorale,
Student Forum, Future Business
Executives Club, and has played
basketball during all of his three
years at Dordt. He has received
a Freshman Honors Scholarship
and the Jack Visscher Memorial
Scholarship for Business and
Economics Students. 0
This year's alumni schol-
arship was awarded to Gailen
. Veurink, a junior business major
from New Holland, South Da-
kota. Gailen hopes to work in per-
sonnel management, public rela-
tions or banking after he grad-
uates from Dordt. He is enthu-
siastic about his education at
Dordt and feels confident that he
is being well prepared for a career
in those areas. "I want to be a
positive Christian influence in
business and the community a-
round me," he says. He also looks
forwardto assuming responsibility
in the church, school, and other
Christian organizations.
In addition to working hard at
2) Procedures for placing
members on the board.
3) Means for increasing
regional alumni activities and
creating a closer relationship be-
tween alumni and the college.
4)The relationship among the
alumni association, the alumni
association board of directors,
and the college.
Among other agenda items
were reports from President Hulst,
Vice President for Advancement
Lyle Grillers, Dean of Students
Marion Van Soelen, and Director
of Admissions Howard Hall.
A highlight of the meeting was
interviewing three finalists for the
annual alumni scholarship. The
board members enjoyed the op-
portunity to talk with them about
their education at Dordt, their
goals, and their Christian com-
mitment. Members .expressed
their pleasure with the high
quality of the candidates.
Attending the meeting were
Rod De Boer ('83), Orange City,
Iowa; Katie Haan ('65), Sioux
Center, Iowa; Garlyn Jasper
('71), Prinsburg, Minnesota;
Ruth Harthoorn Kocisko ('76),
Washington, D.C.; Brad Kuiper
('71), Omaha, Nebraska; Stan
Pilon ('75), Bellevue,
Washington; Janet Schuurman
('78), Sioux Falls, South Dakota;
Carol Vanden Bosch ('73), Hull,
Iowa; Marilyn Vander Griend
('63), Sheldon, Iowa; and Tom
Van Engen ('79), Edgerton,
Minnesota.
Current president Janet
Schuurman and vice president
Carol Vanden Bosch were each
re-elected to a second one-year
term. 0
Alumni board
profile:
Katie Haan
nears 25 years
in teaching
Katie Haan . (' 65) has
been actively involved in Chris-
tian education since she was five
years old, she says. Growing up
in Sioux Center, she attended
Christian elementary and high
schools before coming to Dordt
Junior College. By teaching for
a year between her sophomore
and junior years, she was able to
return to Dordt when it added the
third year in 1964 and graduate
in 1965.
Katie has taught at Christian
Schools in Edgerton, Minnesota;
Edmonton, Alberta; Sioux
Center, Iowa (twice), and Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania. She has
been at Sioux Center Christian
for the past 15 years.
In addition to teaching, Katie
has kept busy in the church and
in the communities in which she
has lived. She has sung in choirs
and served on a variety of com-
mittees and boards. At present, in
addition to serving on the Alumni
Board, she is a church education
consultant for the Education
Department of the Christian
Reformed Church.
Traveling is Katie's other in-
terest. She has visited all of the
states in the U. S. and provinces
in Canada and has been to Europe
twice. In 1980 she was part of a
Fulbright-Hayes study group that
traveled to India. During the
1984-85 school year Katie took a
leave of absence to teach mis-
sionary children in Liberia. In
1986 she participated in the Dordt
College Study Program in Mex-
ico. "1 use all of my travel ex-
periences to enhance my
teaching," says Katie. "I have a
full, rich life and thank the Lord
for giving me a place and purpose
in his kingdom. I hope and pray
that I may continue to serve him
and his family." 0
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THROUGH THE PRISM
Mark Vogelzang:
The voice of KDCR's "Illumination" is
now assistant manager of NPR affiliate
Mark Vogelzang ('79) has been
working in broadcasting ever
since he graduated from Dordt.
In the following interview he
shares some memories and
dreams as well as hetells about
his work and family.
How did you get into broad-
casting? Did KDCR have
anything to do with your
decision
When I was a freshman at
Dordt, I had a work-study job
with the janitorial staff. One
night, after mastering the art of
cleaning a urinal in under IS
seconds, I figured there had to be
a better job on campus. I'd
always loved the idea of radio and
knew Ron Klemm, a senior at the
time, who worked at KOCR. I'm
not exactly sure whom I talked
with, but I did land a work-study
job spinning Mantovani or 10 I
Strings during the dinner hour at
KOCR.
From there the job broadened
to other assignments. I even got
to host a classical music program.
Since I had played a lot of sports
in high school Ron introduced me
to the play-by-play of local Chris-
tian high school and Dordt
basketball games. I started doing
color with Ron and his wife I1a
at night, and loved it.
So, in a word, yes, KDCR
.had everything to do with my
ending up in radio. In fact,
KDCR so consumed my interest
and energies during my
freshman year that my grade
point average plummeted. I
became quite involved with set-
ting up the Christian contem-
porary music show, "Illumina-
tion," that year ('73-'74) and
spent many late nights hanging
out at the station. That didn't
help me get to class on time the
next morning. My second year
at Dordt was only one semester
long, since I was suspended for
my rotten grades.
I ducked out of the scene for a
while, although I kept in touch
with the station. I went home to
Sheldon, Iowa, and worked for a
bricklayer for the rest of that
winter. I kept my hand in radio,
however, helping broadcast some
of the Dordt road basketball
games. I spent a total of two
semesters out of Dordt before
starting again, and finally
graduated two years after my
classmates, in 1979 rather than in
1977. That was a humbling ex-
perience and helped to put my
nose to the grindstone.
Could you describe your job for
us?
My full title is Assistant
Manager for Programming,
which is a long way of saying
Program Director for the station.
Since we're a National Public
Radio affiliate located in
Philadelphia, the 5th largest radio
market in the country, we have a
large station. Presently, we have
about 35 full-time staff members.
I supervise all of our broadcast
personnel.
Three main departments report
to me daily: the news department,
with a staff of seven radio
reporters; a music staff, with four
producer/hosts who plan and an-
nounce the classical music; the
operations department, with a
manager and eight union techni-
cians who operate the equipment
and do the sound mixing. We also
have a number of free-lance or
part-time people who host pro-
grams. They report to me as well.
I also am responsible for plan-
ning new programs, for contact
with producers who have pro-
gram ideas or who want us to
carry their show, and for contact
with our listeners. We have over
260,000 people who listen to
WHYY-FM in a typical week,
with an Average Quarter Hour of
Aaron, Mark, Robin, Rhonda, Benjamin, Daniel, and Sarah Vogelzang.
16,600 listeners at any given
time.
What are the biggest challenges
you face in your work?
The biggest challenge is to
maintain a sense of direction and
purpose when the day-to-day
problems and details become
overwhelming. It's hard in any
job to sit back and look at the
larger picture, but in a business
that is measured in short 32-second
sound bites, a job where you must
join network newscasts at the ex-
act second, the need for im-
mediate action pushes other
issues aside if you're not careful.
There is always something to im-
prove, or change, or fix.
I both love and hate the job of
supervising my staff. It's enor-
mously satisfying when I can
build a consensus, have people
working at jobs they like, and feel
as if the station and organization
is moving in the right direction.
It is unsatisfying when I have
someone working for me who is
unhappy or refuses to buy into the
goals that we have sel. I see my
job as facilitating the work of
others, giving them the tools to
make good radio that is engaging,
listenable-that touches other
people. And when I can't do that
for whatever reason, it's
frustrating.
I love working in this business,
as a public broadcaster in both
TV and radio. Broadcasting is a
powerful tool that we're entrusted
with, and when we can make
change happen, it is a great feel-
ing. I like working with talented
people who are challenged. by
ideas and try to find ways to com-
municate those ideas to the
listeners.
Is your family life as busy as
your professional life?
Boy, are we busy! My wife
Rhonda (Huizenga) and I have
five children, Robin (10), Daniel
(9), Sarah (7), Aaron (6), and
Benjamin (2). Rhonda and I live
in Lansdowne, just outside the
city limits of Philadelphia, and I
commute on the train to
downtown Philly every day. I
never imagined I'd actually be
one of those east coast
businessmen waiting for the train
every morning, but I am.
We're members of the only
CRC in the region, Trinity Chris-
tian Reformed Church in
Broomall, PA, and Rhonda
directs the music activities, in-
cluding the choir, plays organ and
piano, and plans the worship ser-
vice with the pastor every week.
I'm finishing up my first term as
deacon at church. Even though
it's a small church, with only 30
families, there are many needy
people around us, and the church
can make a real difference.
How does your Christianity af-
fect who you are and what you
do?
As a Christian, I have a tough
time keeping a perspective and a
world view that is obedient to
God. With, at times, a downright
hostility to the idea of being a
Christian, many of the staff can-
not understand how I can be
capable of rational, intelligent
thought, much Iess engage in a
discussion of a moral issue, and
still hold my beliefs. Sometimes
the folks who work in the broad-
cast industry have the idea that a
Christian is a wild-eyed, Bible-
thumping fundamentalist who
should be placed in the same
category as the Shiite
zealot/revolutionary. I try to
show that that is not true.
Which gets at what I love
specifically about Oordt-having
the strong commitment to
academic study and thought,
while still holding strong to the
redeeming power of Christ in the
world and in people's lives. You
know, one of the people who
really encouraged me when we
decided to leave Sioux Center
was Rev. B.J. Haan. The move
to our first broadcasting job in
Bowling Green, Kentucky, was a
huge step away from the wonder-
ful community of Christians in
Sioux Center. But Haan
understood the idea of moving out
into the larger world. He said,
continued on page 8
In addition to being program director
for public radio station WHYY, Mark
Vogelzang does voice-over work for
WHYY public television. Dordt
students and listeners to KDCR's "Il-
lumination" still hear Mark's full, deep
voice each evening at 9 p.m., introduc-
ing the program.
It's fun to meet people
in person whom I
respect, whether it's Bill
Moyers, who stopped at
our station for an inter-
view; authors, whose
books I studied as an
undergrad at Dordt:
Kurt Vonnegut, John
Updike, or Bobby Anne
Mason; political types:
James Watt, Tip O'Neil,
and president Jimmy
Carter; celebrities who
are as friendly in person
as they are on screen:
Shirley Temple Black
(much shorter than I
thought), actor Wernere
Klemperer, and a host
of world-class musicians
we interview when they
perform in
Philadelphia-Yo Yo
Ma, Jessye Norman,
Trevor Pinnock, Andre
Watts.
7
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FuTURE DEFENDERS
70s
Allen and Deanne (Van
Heuvelen) Van Roekel
('72.'76), Christopher Allen,
12/28/88
Harry and Judy
(Mulder ,ex'73) Moiling,
Michael John, 11/21/88
Ronald and Cheri Van
Weelden ('73), Holly Lou,
2/26/89 .
Roger and Eileen
(Koerner,'74) Gallimore, Danae
Chari, 10/25/88
Gary and Cindy
(Veltkamp, '75) Brooks, Dawn
Renee, 3/3/89
Gary and Kathy (Van
Prooyen) Oosterkamp ('76, '75),
Laura, 10/18/86
Daryl and Deborah
(Haan, '76) Hibma, Dorinda Cor-
nelia, 3/8/89
Larry and Kathy (Bielema,
'78) Hofman, Kyle Lee, 11/12/88
Jack and Reina (Huizenga,
'79) Anema, Joshua David,
1/23/89
Dean and Darlene (Los.ex '79)
Mouw, Erin Joy, 1/28/89
Jim and Janice (Koolhaas)
Wagner ('78,ex'79), Joleen
Nicole and Jenna LeAnn, 5/9/88
Lowell and Leny (Van
Mastrigt,'78) Ten Pas, Hannah
Jo, 12/29/88
John and Deanne (Vander
Zee, '79) Dykstra, Nathan John,
11/17/88
Wayne and Kim
(Chandler,'79) Van Dyke, Jor-
dan Rae.
Curt and Karen
(Bolkema, '79) De Koning,
Kristine Beth, 12/25/88
80s
Richard and Donna (Vande
Weert) Kok ('80,'80), Jennifer
Christine, 4/9/88
Keith and Anna Lynn
(Engelsman, '80) Alberda,
Lauralee Ann, 2/5/89
Larry and Jennifer (Man-
nes,'81) Young, Alyse Elaine,
2/6/89
Bruce and Lisa (Vander Wal)
Groenendyk ('81,'80), Nathan
Jon, 1/27/89
Greg and Marg (Bakker)
Kuiper ('81,'81), Sonya Marie,
2/15/89
Barry and Mary (Siersema)
Warner (ex'8I,ex'82), David
James and Lauren Sue, 2/16/89
David and Rachel
(Jansma,'82) Griess, Megan
Joy, 12/5/88
Rod and Karla (Goeman, '82)
Stoffels, Kevin Charles, 12/22/88
Vince and Amy (Hoogterp)
Vander Weide ('82,'82), Sara
Renae, 1/28/89
Marty and Evie (Brouwer)
Kooistra ('82,'90), Jon Martin,
2/28/89
Alan and Adriene
(Tiemersma, '82) Brummel,
Tressa Joy, 3/2/89
Douglas and Gayle
(Duininck,ex'82) Bell, Megan
Elizabeth, 2/19/89
Lew and Dawn (Schiebout)
Visscher ('84,'82), Amanda
Nichole, 12/23/88
Eric and Tami (Teune) Daale,
('83,ex'83), Tasha Jean, 6/15/88
Jay and Eileen (Postma,'83)
AwMNINEWS
Daryl and Deborah (Haan;76)
Hibma live in Orange City, Iowa,
with their three children. Deborah
teaches kindergarten at Orange
City Christian School, and Daryl
is an accountant at IEC in Sioux
Center.
Curt and Karen (Bolkema;79)
De Koning live near Sioux Center,
Iowa. Curt works at Sioux Automa-
tion and Karen is a homemaker.
Steve and Marcia (Gortsema)
Vander Griend, (ex'8I,ex'82)
live in Yakima, Washington,
where Steve is plant accountant
for Weyerhaeuser Company.
Steve received his B.A. in ac-
counting from Western
Washington University. Marcia is
happy being Mom to their son,
Zachary.
Richard and Donna (Vande
Weert) Kok ('80, '80) live in SI.
Catharines, Ontario. Richard
owns and operates his own paint-
ing and decorating business and
is active in several other business
ventures. Donna is a homemaker.
Bruce and Lisa (Vander WaI)
Groenendyk ('81,'80) live-near
Leighton, Iowa, where Bruce
works as a pork producer, and
Lisa teaches fourth grade at Pella
Christian School. The Groenen-
dyks have two sons.
Larry and Jennifer (Man-
nes,'81) Young live in Denver,
Colorado. Larry is a graphic ar-
tist for U.S. West Direct, and
Jennifer works part-time as a
secretary for their church.
Robert and Janice (Walters)
Drenten ('83,'84) live in
Oskaloosa, Iowa. Robert is the
pastor at First CRC there, and Jan
is busy at home with their two
daughters.
Elna Siebring ('83) and Anita
Siebring ('86) live in British Col-
umbia where Anita teaches first
r---------------------------,
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grade at Langley Christian
School, and Elna teaches special
education at Fraser Valley Chris-
tian High School.
Todd Van Tol ('86) was
recently featured in an article in
the career magazine called Mov-
ing Up. He works as an actuary
for Mutual of Omaha in Omaha,
Nebraska.
Adrlene (Tlemersma, '82)
Brummel is a part-time RN at
Mercy San Juan Hospital in Sac-
ramento, California. Her hus-
band, Alan, is an Air Force flight
engineer at McClellan AFB.
John and Deb (Vander-
veen,ex'84) de Graaf live in
Calgary, Alberta, where John is
a Systems Analyst for Pan Cana-
dian Petroleum, and Deb is a
homemaker. They have 3
children: Lindsay 4, Jaclyn 2, and
Kristen 4 months.
Faber, Katherine Joy, 2/11I/ll9
Rod and Barb (Van't HoO De
Boer ('83,'83), Jason Scott,
2/4/89
Rudy and Debi (Burrus,' 83)
Witschi, Nathanael Peter,
11/2/88
Jim and Ann (Voogd, '83) Hill,
Zachary James, 9/9/88
Russ and Ruth (Van Dyken)
Rowenborst (' 84,' 83), Renae
Nicole, 8/12/88
Robert and Janice (Walters)
Drenten, ('83,'84), Jessica Joy,
2/20/89
Rick and Diane (Roozen-
boom,'84) Foulks, Isaiah Har-
rison, 2/5/89
Harlan and Ellen Jean
(Sluis, '84) Kooima, Jonathan
Lee, 1/24/89
Gerald and Evelyn
(Westervelt,'84) Van Starken-
burg, Alida Joanna, 11/2/87
John and Deb (Vanderveen,
ex'84) de Graaf, Kristen Lee,
11/14/88
Royce and Sharon (Band-
stra, '85) Spoelstra, Joshua Mark,
2/21/89
Stuart and Karen
(Heusinkveld) Hoogerhyde
('85,'85), Adam Carl, 12/27/88
Glenn and Barb (Schenk)
Bandstra (' 85,' 86), Amy Anna,
10/10/88
Dave and Laura (Rensen-
brink, '86) Broberg, Ross David,
2/10/89
Lyle and Sheila (Krediet, '87)
Bruns, Brittney Kathleen,
7/24/88
Arlyn and Camela Van Vugt
('88), Ryan Dean, 12/3/88
BEcor.vNG ONE
Arnie Ruter (ex'81) and
LaNan Culp, January 21, 1989.
Arnie drives a cement truck for
a ready mix company in Escon-
dido, California. LaNan works at
Nordstrom's Department Store in
Escondido.
Doug Vos and Brenda Van
Haaften (ex'82), November 19,
1988. Brenda is a food service
coordinator at Christian Oppor-
tunity Center in Pella. Doug
farms near Sully, Iowa, where the
couple lives.
Kent Zevenbergen ('90) and
Tami Marcus ('86), March 18,
1989. Kent is a senior biology
major at Dordt, returning for a
fifth year in the fall of '89. Tami
has been a secretary in the Ad'
vancement/ Alumni Office at
Dordt since graduating in 1986.
Mark Bousema ('86) and
Elsie De Jong ('87), July I,
1988. Mark is a quality assurance
supervisor at Hollandia Milk Pr0-
cessing plant, and Elsie teaches
second grade at Calvin Christian
School. The Bousemas live in
Escondido, California.
Steve Eckels (' 88) and Bren-
da Giddings (' 87). Steve is a
graduate student in mechanical
engineering at Iowa State Univer-
sity. Brenda works as a district
manager for the Des Moines
Register. They live in Ames,
Iowa.
Jacqueline Rumph ('85) and
Ron Vander wees, July 15, 1988.
Jacky and Ron live in Winnipeg
where Jacky teaches grade three
at Calvin Christian School and
Ron works as an engineer at New
Flyer Industries.
Marlene Bosker ('ex'86) and
Ken Eerkes, July 27, 1988.
Marlene and Ken live in Edmon-
ton, Alberta, where Marlene is a
lab technologist at the University
Hospitals and Ken is a
journeyman electrician.
Brent Disselkoen ('87) and
Beth Wissink ('87), February
25, 1989. Brent and Beth are now
living in Phoenix, Arizona.
Angela R. Van Weelden ('67)
and Robert Hanson, December
16, 1988. Robert and Angela live
in Tempe, Arizona where Angela
teaches second grade and Robert
works with investments.
Mark Vogelzang remains enthused about broadcasting
continued from page 7
"That's where you belong ... good
for you." He knew that's where
beliefs and principles are tested
and where we can have an
impact.
One dream I have is to have
closer ties with other Dordt
broadcasters. I know there are
quite a few KDCR alumni still
working in the industry, and
while I know where a few of them
are, we don't have a way to com-
municate regularly with each
other. There's a tremendous
power and responsibility we all
have, and I'd like to harness that
"in some way.
What memories of Dordt stand
out for you?
My years at Dordt make up one
of the most important segments in
my life: my wife and I met, I
found my career choice, we
began our family while there, we
developed friendships that are
still strong. I still remember play-
ing frisbee on the main triangle
in the late afternoon after classes,
the gang we spent time with-
Kevin Schonewill, John Dornen-
bal, Larry Baker, and Lee
VanderAa-all drove Mr.
Boersma and the other
maintenance folks a little crazy,
I suppose. We were just too close
to their flowers for comfort.
Both Rhonda and I were very
involved in music at Dordt. We
both played in concert band for
Gerry Bouma, sang in chorale
with Gary Warmink, and spent
two years in concert choir sing-
ing for Mr. G. -Madrigal Din-
ners, touring, etc. I think our
lives came together in Concert
Choir and we're still very close
to the Grotenhuises. We'll both
be traveling to Europe next sum-
mer (1990) for the second Dordt
alumni choir tour. We're thrilled
about that because we had to back
out of the first one in 1987 due
to our pregnancy with Vogelzang
#5.
I think the turning point for me
at Dordt was being told that I
couldn't return after my third
semester because of my grades.
I had to take a hard look at what
I wanted to do with my life and
make plans to change before I
could go back to school and finish
my degree. Graduating two years
late is not something I'd advise
anyone to try, but I think it made
a big difference for me. 0
PRoFILE .I
Former Vietnamese navy lieutenant studies engineering
Lavonne Bolkema months in the Bataan camp in the
Philippines, where he could study
English, before he louched
California soil and chose 10move
10 Iowa.
"Here is very different from all
the places I have been before,"
he comments. The lawn of 4,000
is small to him. The college of
1,000 students is very small com'
pared to the university he at-
tended for two years before he
enlisted in the navy. There is not
much ethnic diversity, and he is
among very few of his own
culture.
His three roommates have
helped him adjust, however.
Although they are younger than
Due, each of them is also Viet-
namese: one a senior; one a
junior; and one a sophomore. By
their similar backgrounds they
help him overcome language and
cultural barriers.
A future inCalifornia? A future
in rural Iowa? The future is ex-
actly what Due worries most
about. In that he is no different
from other non-traditional
students. A useful career is his
goal, yet at 41, he wonders
whether a competitive V.S. com-
pany would even consider him as
a "new hire" when he finally ob-
tains his degree. For now, he sets
his aim on working with an
organization to aid under-
developed nations.
Dordt College does not erase
the past for Due. But its programs
should help him link past ex-
periences with new learning skills
to discover his potential for the
future. Meanwhile, he is ad-
justing to his new world. He is
happy, too, that via monthly let-
ters to Vietnam he may tell his
mother about his new horizons in
American education. 0
"The study part is
.very hard, he notes,
but I try my best. I
understand only
~ut 60 or 70 per-
eeat of the words I
hear in class. The
reading helps me
very much."
With the decrease in
numbers of typical high school
graduates entering liberal-arts
colleges, many colleges are turn-
ing to older, "non-traditional"
students to bolster enrollments. A
man named Due Ngo, a Dordt
College freshman this year, is
non-traditional in more ways than
one.
Due is a refugee who held a
position of lieutenant in the naval
forces of South Vietnam before
the fall of Saigon to communist
forces in 1975. At age 41 with no
family in the United States, he is,
in a large sense, on his own in a
new world.
In June 1988 Due landed in
California, sponsored by the
Reverend Nguyen Baa. Baa, also
of Vietnamese background and a
minister of the Christian Re-
formed denomination, took him
into his home in Westminster.
Due felt safe and welcome in
the community. But he did not
feel prepared to start a new career
there. "I wanted to study to be
more ready to work," he says.
As a navy lieutenant, Due was
well versed in the sciences, in-
cluding astronomy, engineering,
and navigation. But the field of
engineering-his area of
interest-has advanced very
rapidly. Keeping pace is difficult.
For Due, it would mean over-
coming a lag of several years as
well.
Reverend Bao suggested that
Due consider Dordt College, a
small independent Christian col-
lege in northwest Iowa with
strengths in engineering. So,
August 1988 found Due begin-
ning classes-all taught in
English-at Dordt College.
A college course load of math,
physics, and economics can be a
struggle even when the student
under-standsthe teachers' words.
But Due does not think in English
automatically.
"The study part is very hard, "
he notes, "but I try my best. I
understand only about 60 or 70
percent of the words I hear in
class. The reading helps me very
much. " He finds the college pro-
fessors considerate, though, in
helping him overcome the
language barrier.
Other than the language, Due's
background gives incentive rather
than hindrance to his studies. He
has a drive to do his best in his
new country.
Due spent his youth as a Viet-
namese peasant working a small
acreage with his parents and
brother. The year his father died,
1969, he turned 21 and enlisted
in the navy. His homeland was
to
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Due Ngo hopes to work for an organization thathelps underdeveloped
nations.
already then in conflict with in-
vading communist troops who
had crossed the 17th paraIlel from
North Vietnam.
Due attained a respectable rank
with duties as operations officer
and intelligence officer. When
Saigon fell, the new regime ex-
peeted compliance and a calm
change of allegiance by military
personnel such as Due. Due
refused to accept the new control,
though, and, like many others, he
suffered.
"From 1975 to 1981 I was in
a communist re-education
camp-actually a jail," he says.
"They wanted me to change[my
views toward communism], " he
explains, "but I can't change."
After 1981, he was reunited
with his mother and brother.
Their ,. restored" property was
only two-tenths of an acre, on
which they grew staples of rice
and soybeans and had a few fruit
trees. They were yet required to
report monthly for tedious ques-
tioning by the secret police
regarding their activity.
On February 22, 1987, he
secretly left his hometown of
Cantho, traveled by small boat
along riverways, and met a
fishing boat readied for the for-
bidden transport of 100 Viet-
namese bound for Malaysia and
freedom.
First stop, after four days and
nights at sea, was Pulau Bidong,
Malaysia, a tiny island off the
peninsula to the southwest of
Vietnam. Here the group stayed
for four months and were inter-
viewed by officials of various
countries. Because Due had been
trained for his military service in
Newport, Rhode Island, and had
been a loyal officer in the South
Vietnam forces in the conflict of
the early 1970s, he was selected
for V.S. refuge.
But the route to the V.S.
mainland had a few more detours.
After Pulau Bidong, he spent five
months at the Sungai Besi refugee
camp in Malaysia. Then came six
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"At age 41 with no
family in the United
States, he is, in a
large sense, on his
own in a new
world."
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Rep Theatre Tour
'h
The Dordt Repertory Theatre will tour the western United States this spring. Nine
students and director Dr. Verne Meyer will present two original plays by Dordt
English professor Dr. James C. Schaap. The plays, "The Vigil" and "Partly to
Know Something About Love," and several theatre workshops will be presented
at Christian high schools. Look for the Rep Theatre's visit in your area.
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May 14 - Salt Lake City CRC evening program
May 15 - Intermountain Christian High
May 17 - Ripon Christian High
May 18 - Central Valley Christian High
May 19 - Ontario Christian High School and Junior High
May 22 - Valley Christian High
May 23 - Calvin Christian High
May 29 - Mesilla Valley Christian High
May 30 - Rehoboth Christian Highrr,
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ARouND CAMPUS
After two compelling speeches, Dr. James De Jong and Rev. Jack Vos participated in a panel discussion.
+
Dordt hires
campus pastor
By this fall Dordt will
once again have a campus pastor.
Rev. Donald Draayer, currently
pastor of First Christian Reformed
Church in Bellflower, California,
will join the Student Services staff
in September.
Since 1982, when Dr. J.B.
Hulst, the former dean of students
and campus pastor, became presi-
dent of the college, local Chris-
tian Reformed ministers have
given of their time to meet the
pastoral needs of Dordt students.
Each of the four pastors in Sioux
Center has spent one afternoon a
De Jong and Vos speak on pastor as leader
Video/audio tapes of the con-
ference proceedings are available
to those who were unable to at-
tend. For more information call
or write:
Office of College Advancement
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
712-722-6020
Pastors coming from as
fur as six hundred miles away par-
ticipated in the most recent Chris-
tian Reformed Spring Ministers'
Con~rence sponsored annually
by Dordt College. Many found it
to be one of the best conferences
ever. Dr. James A. De Jong,
formerly professor of theology at
Oordt and now president of
Calvin Seminary, and Rev. Jack
B. Vos, presently pastor of Cove-
nant Christian Reformed Church
in St. Catharines, Ontario. were
the featured speakers, addressing
the theme "The Pastor as Leader."
De Jong, who grew up in a par-
sonage but has never occupied one,
emphasized that preparation for
pastoral leadership begins in the
home and in the community of the
congregation. Future CRC pastors
are nurtured in our schools, shaped
at Reformed colleges, and
academically honed at seminary.
Each of these contexts, while dif-
ferent, is crucial. A denomination
gets the leaders it deserves; the
best of whom will be equipped for
foot.wuhing -mooq as _11
as strategic administrative plan-
ning, said De Jong.
'kls, who got to know the inside
of a parsonage only after his
seminary training, discussed the
importance of preaching, pastoral
care, and community outreach in
fulfilling the leadership role. Vos
described the self-effacing
demands placed upon the pastor
who is called to a love for his con-
gregation and poignantly
underscored the centrality of an
open and living relationship with
the Scriptures. If the pastor is not
gripped by the text, how can
anyone expect parishioners to be
captivated by his sermons?
Although De Jong and Vos ap-
proached the leadership role of
pastors from different angles, the
Christ-centered intention and
biblical commitment of both
speakers was not only abundantly
IlJlIl8"'IIt but also decidedly in-
spiring for all those present. The
same was true of the meditations
on Psalm 29 and Mark 16 given
by Rev. John Schuurman of Sioux
Falls, South Dakota.
"I would not object to hearing
these same two men on this or a
similar topic next year," said one
of the participants at the conclu-
sion of the conference. "The con-
ference was too short," "I truly
enjoyed the conference," and
"The topic was handled well and
the conference was well worth my
time. Thank you for such a helpful
and meaningful continuing educa-
tion opportunity," were some of
the responses to the two-day
event. 0
Group piano can be a good alternative
, 'Some students
who dropped out of
piano lessons in
junior high, but
regret having done
so, find this a good
way to get back into
piano."
Piano lessons with a
group? Most of us are used to tak-
ing piano lessons one-on-one with
a music teacher. But for some
students class piano lessons may
be a good option, says music in-
structor Mary Lou Wielenga.
Each semester Wielenga con-
ducts classes in a piano lab
equipped with six electronic
keyboards. Students choose group
lessons for a variety of reasons,
she says. Some have never studied
piano before and find it more
comfortable to be part of a group.
"There is also a slightly lighter at-
mosphere," she adds. Students en-
joy playing pieces together and
encourage each other to practice
so that they can keep up with the
group.
Other students choose the class
because they have to meet a piano
proficiency requirement for their
music major. "Instrumental music
majors may find this the easiest
way to brush up on their piano to
pass the proficiency test," says
Wielenga.
And some students who
dropped out of piano lessons in
junior high, but regret having
done so, find this a good way to
get back into piano.
Classes are comprised of
students of nearly the same
ability level. Teaching techniques
used vary with the group. Begin-
ners do most of their 'Work
together, while those who are
more advanced sometimes need
more individual time. The oppor-
tunity for ensemble playing and
two-piano sonatinas makes these
classes very enjoyable," says
Wielenga.
In addition to the electronic
keyboards, Wielenga has an in-
structor's keyboard that is
equipped with headphones that
allow her to tune in to individual
players. A visual aid shows which
notes are being played.
"Class piano is a good alter-
native for many students," says
Wielenga. She would encourage
anyone with a general interest in
music or piano to consider taking
the course. 0
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week meeting with interested
students in the Student Union
Building.
As sometimes occurs in a "va-
cant" church, it became obvious
that while immediate needs could
be met without a full-time cam-
pus pastor, there was no one per-
son who had enough contact with
students to have an overview of
their faith life or who had time to
initiate programs to further en-
courage the growth of faith in
students, says Dean of Students
Marion Van Soelen. Students'
home churches find it difficult to
keep in touch, and students often
do not become closely involved in
the local churches. A gap is left.
Hulst emphasizes that the cam-
pus pastor is not responsible for
setting the religious direction of
the college. That direction is
already spelled out in the college
statement of purpose and is to be
. integrated into the whole life of
the college: its curriculum, its
teaching, its activities, its pro-
grams. The campus pastor will be
pan of a team working to help
students integrate their faith, their I
learning, and their daily living.
The official responsibilities are
to coordinate and supervise a pro-
gram of faith development ac-
tivities, provide pastoral care ser-
vices, be a contact for home
churches, and as a member of the
Student Affairs staff, help meet
the needs of students.
Concretely, this means that, in
addition to pastoral counseling,
the campus pastor will be respon-
sible for coordinating chapels,
retreats, Bible study programs,
prayer groups, mission/ministry
programs, and visiting students
who are sick or grieving.
To be effective the new pastor
will have to make himself
available to students, says Van
Soelen. He envisions the campus
pastor making regular appoint-
ments with all new freshmen and
spending time in the residence
halls, the snack bar, and any place
else students congregate.
The new position also opens up
new possibilities for the dean of
students, who previously had
responsibility for overseeing these
activities. Being more available to
students and having more time to
review and develop policies are
two areas that immediately come
to mind for Van Soelen.
To some extent the person who
fills a job helps define that job.
The same will undoubtedly be
true for Dordl's campus pastor.
But, however the details get
worked out, the campus pastor
will provide one more way for
Dordt to help young men and
women grow in their Christian
commitment. 0
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Kok, Vander Stelt, and
Van Dyk participated in
the first Maarten Vrieze
Philosophy Conference
which focused on
"Philosophy in the
Reformed Undergrad-
uate Curriculum. "
Iowa Christian School in Clear
Lake, Iowa, on March 17, 1989.
Marion Van Soelen, associate
professor of physical education
and dean of students spoke at the
75th Anniversary of the Sully
Christian School on November
12. 1988. He spoke on "Com-
petition" at a meeting of the
Edgerton Christian School PTA
on April 10.
Glenda Droogsma, director of
personal counseling, gave a
presentation at a recent CMA Stu-
dent Leadership Conference.
Dr. Paulo F. Ribeiro, assistant
professor of engineering, has
received certification in the state
association membership is com-
posed of 85 Christian colleges in
the U.S. and Canada.
Dr. James C. Schaap,
associate professor of English,
was an in-state judge for this
year's Iowa Fiction Award.
Schaap also participated in a
discussion on the influence of the
Dutch in Northwest Iowa at an
opening of a collection of
photographs titled, "lowa: A
Sense of Place" at Northwestern
College.
John Hofland, assistant pro-
fessor of theatre arts, recently
told stories at the Topeka Adven-
ture Center, a nationally
Dr. John Vander Stelt
of Iowa as a Professional
Engineer. Certification means
that Ribeiro is authorized to prac-
tice as well. as teach, electrical
engineering.
Howard Hall, director of ad-
missions and financial aid, at-
tended the executive meeting of
the National Association of Chris-
tian College Admissions Person-
nel last month in Florida. The
Latty Defenders have strong season
recognized school that em-
phasizes career education. He
also told stories at Sheldon Chris-
tian School as part of their
reading program and served as a
consultant for CLIMB Theatre in
St. Paul, Minnesota, March
27-31.
Dr. John Van Dyk, professor
of philosophy of education and
director of the Center for Educa-
tional Services, attended aU. S.
Department of Education orien-
tation meeting for site-visitors of
the Secondary Schools Recogni-
tion Program in Washington,
D.C., February 6-9. During the
following week he evaluated
three schools near Minneapolis
for the Department of Education.
February 16 Van Dyk gave a
speech, •'Christian Education:
What's the Difference?" at a
public meeting of parents,
teachers, and Christian school
supporters in Rehoboth, New
Mexico. He also led an all-day
workshop titled' 'Teaching Chris-
tianly" with the staffs of
Rehoboth, Zuni, and Crown
Point Christian Schools in New
Mexico on February 17. He also
gave a presentation on teaching
philosophy at the college level at
the Maarten Vrieze Philosophy
Conference at Trinity Christian
College, Palos Heights, Illinois,
on March 18. The focus of the
symposium was "Philosophy in
the Reformed Undergraduate
Curriculum." 0
FAcULTY NEWS
"We had a young team this
year that showed a lot of im-
provement throughout the
season, " says Coach Len Rhoda
in reflection of Dordt's Lady
Defenders. •Young team' is no
understatement. With not a senior
on the team and only four return-
ing members, the women's team
had to learn to work together.
Freshman Jill Bousema had an
outstanding season for Dordt. She
was named to the 10KOTA Con-
ference first team, after starting
all season. Jill led the Lady
Defenders in scoring with 17
points per game, while junior
Janet Zylstra led in rebounding.
Janet also contributed 10.6
average points per game.
Freshman Suzanne De Vries also
rebounded well for the team and
scored about ten points per game,
too. Junior Vonda Brands played
at the point guard position for
Dordt and earned the NAlA
Scholar-Athlete award. Vonda
maintains a 4.0 GPA in her math
education major while being a
strong leader on the women' s
basketball team.
Senior Larry Faber and junior
Joel Veenstra were the other
members of the team who held
starting positions.
Coach Rick Vander Berg says,
"The guys kept improving all
year, and they played the last
month of the season extremely
well." Most fans would agree
that the end of the season was ex-
citing for Dordt. In their last
game of the season after eight
consecutive losses over the past
four years, the Defenders finally
trounced Northwestern College,
104 to 72.
The Defenders were rated third
in District point standings going
into the playoffs and beat their
first opponent at home: Dordt-
109, Clarke College 84. Both
coach and players were a bit wor-
ried heading to LeMars for their
third game of the year against
second-seeded Westmar. But
Dordt pulled out of a close con-
test to win, 103 to 97. The
District 15 championship game
was played in Davenport. In
another close game, Dordt was
defeated, 92 to 88, by first-seeded
St. Ambrose College.
Dordt has progressed to the
District finals three times in the
last five years, an impressive
record for a college of our size.
Fans and players alike seem to
agree that despite a slow start, the
88-89 season turned out to be suc-
cessful and a lot of fun. 0
Dordt men are district runners-up
Jerry Boer, NAJA Scholar-Athlete
Kevin Veenstra, NAIA AIl-
Conference, All-District
John Kok, associate professor
of philosophy, published an arti-
cle titled "Vollenhoven and
Scriptural Philosophy" in
Philosophia Reformata, issue
number 2, 1988. His article "Of
Pendulums, Eclectics, and Iden-
tity: An Essay on Method and
Worldview" was printed in the
December 1988 Pro Rege. Kok
was a respondent to a paper
presented at the Maarten Vrieze
Philosophy Conference lIeld at
Trinity Christian College, Palos
Heights, Illinois, on March
16-18. The focus of the sym-
posium was "Philosophy in the
Reformed Undergraduate Cur-
riculum. "
Dr. John Vander Stell's re-
cent article "Theology as a Study
of Faith-Life" was published in
Pro Rege, December, 1988. He
also presented two seminars at the
retreat of Rogers Heights Chris-
tian Reformed Church in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, on January 13
and 14, titled, "Covenantal
Pilgrimage and Challenges."
Ann Dorr, instructor of music,
gave a light vocal concert called
"A Musical Zoology" on March
21, to elementary children in the
area schools. On March 30, she
sang, in German, the vocal music
of Gustav Mahler in a "Liedera-
bend" (an evening of song) for
the Cenler for Cultural Outreach
at Wayne State College. As part
of the Women in Music' con-
ference at the University of South
Dakota, she will sing the Aaron
Copland "12 Poems of Emily
Dickinson" on April 12.
Dr. John B. Hulst spoke to the
Faith Challenge Banquet of North
The team's victory over Briar
Cliff College on January 17
started a winning streak which in-
cluded a victory over North-
western College. Coach Rhoda
points that out as one of the
highlights of the season. The
Lady Defenders ended the' year
with a record of 10 and 13. 0
Vonda Brands, NAIA Scholer-
Athlete.
When the Dordt
Defenders started out the 88-89
season with three losses out of
four games, fans sighed and told
each other it might be a long
season. Things started to look up
as team members played together
longer and as fans got to know the
team. Starting with a game
against Buena Vista, the
Defenders won six in a row.
Besides losing to Westrnar twice
and to Northwestern twice, they
played better as the season went
on. The team ended up with a
record of 19 and 9, beating both
Northwestern College and
Westrnar College when it really
mattered.
Seniors Jerry Boer and Kevin
Veenstra served as this year's co-
captains, both making the All-
Tournament team at the Trinity
College tournament early in the
season. Kevin led the team with
19.8 average points and 7.6 re-
bounds per game. He was also ,
named to the NAlA all-
conference and all-district team
this year. Jerry and Kevin each
earned the honor of "N AlA
District Player of the Week" dur-
ing the season, too. Jay
Schelhaas, a junior point guard,
was named MVP at the Trinity
tournament and came up second
in Dordt's history for free-throw
percentage. He also was listed se-
cond in 3-pointer percentage.
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EVENTS
"April 5-12
April 14-24
April 26-May 5
May 8-12
April "15
April 21
May 6
April 8
April 19
April 23
May 3
April 10 and
April II
April 14
April 15
April 15
April- 18
April 19
April 21
April 25
April 25
April 26
Art
On display in
chapel mezzanine
gallery
Mixed media departmental show
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is sent to you as alumni and friends of
Christian Higher Education. The Vojce is published in October, December,
February, April, and June to share information about the programs, activities, and
needs of the college.
Send address corrections and correspondence to: VOICE, Dordt College, Sioux
Center, IA 51250Sandy Allspach, senior show
Sharyl Weilard, senior show
Ed Kellogg, works done during residency at Dordt
Editorial Committee
Sally Jongsma, editor
Dorthea Grossmann, student assistant
Lyle A. Gritters, Vice President for
College Advancement
Michele Van Middendorp, layout
Publications Council
Abraham Bos
Jim De Young
Lyle Gritters
Howard Hall
Quentin Van Essen
. ~~1COlif':
Lorna Van Gllst <:>~ ~i! 6'~.
Delmar Vander Zee PII1Nr S\\l,)~
Theatre
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
One Acts
Old Time Medicine Show by Briar Cliff College
Repertory Theatre
Music
Non-Profit Orqanlaation
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Permit No. 11
Mailed From Zip Code
50536
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:45 pm
8:00 pm
Sioux County Oratorio Chorus
Connie Klomp, senior voice recital
Chorale Concert
String Festival and Chamber Orchestra Concert
Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250
Lectures
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
B.l. Haan Lecture Series,
"Learning Styles: Their Significance for the
Christian Teacher"
Sports
3:00 pm
12:30 pm
Track
3:30 pm
4:00 pm
4:00 pm
3:30 pm
4:00 pm
4:00 pm
Men's baseball vs. Westmar
Men's baseball vs. Northwestern
Dordt Invitational
Women's softball vs. Morningside
Men's baseball vs. Briar Cliff
Men's baseball vs. Dakota Wesleyan
Women's softball vs. Westmar
Men's baseball vs. Mt. Marty
Men's baseball vs. Buena Vista
..
